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DOES YOUR SENIOR PASTOR BLEED DISCIPLESHIP? 

 
 

Years ago personal mentoring relationships were natural.  If one wanted to become a 

blacksmith, there was no three-year degree to obtain from the local university.  No, the best way 

to become a master blacksmith was to sit at the feet of a seasoned veteran.  The process was 

called an apprenticeship.  It involved months of close personal connection.  The teacher would 

instruct by doing.  The learning process was hands on.  Questions arose out of the natural context 

of actually doing the task at hand.  There was little hint of abstract teaching; everything was 

concrete – sometimes literally!  Our society has departed from the apprenticeship principle.  

Today the word ‘apprentice’ brings to mind an overbearing man with a ridiculous comb over 

going by “The Donald.” 

  Our seminaries have replaced the blacksmith’s shop.  Aprons and grit have been 

exchanged for shiny Macs and vanilla lattes.  We learn the ministry in the classroom, often 

abstractly through reading.  While extremely prepared in many ways, a graduate is lacking one 

thing – experience.  Churches hire a new staff member, email the job description, and check in 

six months later at the performance review.  Whatever happened to the admonition Paul gave to 

Timothy to take what Timothy had seen firsthand in Paul and pass it on to faithful men who will 

also do the same to others?  We have reduced the Great Commission of its full scope.  We think 

that our job of making a disciple is complete once the person accepts Christ.  There may be a 

beginning Christian class at church but then the believer is thrust out on his or her own.  Here is 

the manual, read it and follow it. 
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  Sadly, this situation is occurring right now across our country as senior pastors go 

about their business and the rest of the staff go about their business.  They may touch base every 

few days but gone is the personal apprenticeship style of mentoring that once existed.  This paper 

will seek to recover the lost art of disciple making.  First, a proper definition of “disciple” needs 

to be laid down.  Next a process for carrying out the command will be discussed.  The focus will 

be on the relationship between the senior pastor of a church and his connection with other staff.   

  A disciple can be denoted as a person being conformed to the image of Christ through 

the work of the Holy Spirit and the body of Christ.  It is interesting that none of the gospels tell 

us exactly when the disciples were actually saved.  We are never shown where they walked the 

aisle or signed a commitment card.  More interesting is the fact that Jesus never seems to change 

his approach to teaching them.  He lived with them and loved them all along the way.  When did 

they become his disciples?  Right away it seems, as soon as they saw Jesus and followed him.  

After all, another definition of a disciple is simply one who follows the way of another.  How did 

Jesus make disciples?  He called them to walk by his side, to follow him.  He had no program, 

class, or five-point outline.  He simply taught them by association. 

  Robert Coleman, in his book The Master Plan of Evangelism provides a detailed study 

on Jesus’ method of making disciples.  He asserts that Jesus’ method was a seamless flow of 

association, impartation, demonstration, and delegation.1  Coleman sees Jesus’ approach as a 

type of apprenticeship.  Senior pastors need to see themselves not in isolation.  They are 

responsible to shepherd the flock and equip the saints for the ministry.  They can never do this 

alone.  What better place to begin than with their own staff?  How many hours a week do our 

pastors spend alone?  How many wasted teaching opportunities go by because of this isolation?  

If pastors and their staff simply spent more time together doing the work of the ministry the oft-
                                                

1Robert E. Coleman, The Master Plan of Evangelism (Grand Rapids: Baker Books, 1963), 13.  
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quoted proverb would prevail.  Iron can only sharpen iron if the two actually come in contact 

with each other!  The first step in the pastor/associate pastor relationship must begin with the 

senior pastor seeing it as his duty to grow those under him. 

  Pastors are often burdened by so many tasks that they cannot eke out another minute 

in their schedule for personal discipleship.  Priorities are out of balance if any pastor ever utters 

those words.  Many pastors spend a good deal of time putting out fires in their congregation, 

dealing with one problem after another.2  But as Eims notes, if pastors do not begin to prioritize 

discipleship, any ministry growth will soon collapse on itself.  Even though it may seem 

counterintuitive, the majority of a pastor’s time, in my opinion, should be devoted to spending 

personal time discipling his staff and lay leaders.  The stronger the core of ministers, the stronger 

those they minister to will be.  Nowhere in the Bible does the office of preacher show up.  Rather 

there are pastors, teachers, and shepherds.  If a pastor is spending the majority of his time on 

sermon preparation, alone in a study, he has fallen short of the biblical model of a pastor. 

  Paul David Tripp describes Christians as instruments in the Redeemer’s hands.  This is 

true of all Christians but a concept a senior pastor must realize.  Tripp knows that relationships 

are the key to growth.  Tripp taught a counseling course at a seminary and found that the students 

simply wanted the data.  They would write it down, close the notebook at the end of class, and 

move on to the next thing.  Pastors can begin to see their people as merely projects to be 

tackled.3  Many pastors graduate from seminary ready to do the tasks of ministry: teaching, 

preaching, writing, shaking hands, ect but not the work of the ministry as described in Ephesians 

                                                
2Leroy Eims, The Lost Art of Disciple Making (Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 1978), 17. 
  
3Paul David Tripp, Instruments in the Redeemer’s Hands (Phillipsburg, NJ: P & R Publishing 

Company, 2002), 115. 
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4.  The church is not a theological classroom.4  The emphasis in Tripp’s book is that pastors must 

love their people enough to engage in their lives.  How much better would a pastor and his 

associate work together if they really knew each other?  If they really loved each other?  If they 

really did the work of the ministry together? 

  The principle is clear, pastors must seek to disciple their fellow workers and this only 

comes through association and personal interaction.  The question now becomes what kind of 

person do they want their disciple to be?  Bonem and Patterson suggest that senior pastors seek 

to make their associates leaders themselves.5  If the senior pastor wants to multiply his ministry 

he will have to realize it cannot all depend on him.  Paul tells the Corinthians that true love 

trusts.  The pastor is required to release some of his power to others so they can make decisions 

and take action.  An associate pastor at Willow Creek Church says, “I have to view myself as a 

leader to do my job.  I’m not doing my job if I’m just an administrator.”6   

This involves delegation.  The senior pastor must trust his associates enough to hand 

responsibility over to him.  This is a feature of discipleship.  Delegation is a biblical concept.  

Jesus was always building his ministry for the time when he would depart.  Aside from 

delegating tasks such as the distribution of the loaves in Mark 6, Jesus assigned more serious 

tasks to his associates.  He entrusted them to go out and preach the Kingdom.  They were 

newbies.  In fact, they were astonished at the results when they came back and recounted to Jesus 

how they cast out demons and healed the sick. 

I have interviewed with some churches that seem to be seeking an associate pastor at 

                                                
4Ibid., 116.  
 
5Mike Bonem and Roger Patterson, Leading From the Second Chair (San Francisco: Jossey-Bass, 

2005), 61.  
 
6Ibid.  
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the top of the field.  He should have a proven track record with great results.  It seems the church 

wants someone to plug in and let run.  No assembly required.  Jesus hardly took this approach.  

In our eyes, he could not have chosen a worse group to entrust the ministry to.  These were 

thieves, prostitutes, blind people, and others with short tempers that flared like thunder.  But as 

Coleman sees in Jesus, he had patience in his discipleship that reflected his consideration for his 

disciples’ ability to learn.7  He was not looking for a ready-made Hudson Taylor but rather he 

took ragtags and delegated the work to them.  He trusted that the Holy Spirit would see them 

through.  The work that God had begun in their lives would be carried to fruition.  Senior pastors 

must take the same approach with their staff.  Even if they could do the work better themselves, 

that is not the point.  A loving and trusting relationship has room for failure.  People often grow 

the most when they have the opportunity to own a difficult task as their own. 

Missionaries still realize the value of apprenticeship style training.  Tom Julien has 

noted a shift in the West away from personal training to an institutional approach.  His 

experience shows him that humans still benefit best from apprenticeship however.  Teaching the 

“seed truths” of the ministry should be as natural as a native teaching his son how to hunt.8  

Another article from a missions journal reveals the lack of mentoring most American 

missionaries have received upon arrival to the field.  Rather than more classroom training, these 

disciples are calling out for someone to take them under their wing and show them the ropes.  

This is not merely a passing of information but a transfer of life experience and 

wisdom.9  And that wisdom is not a what but a who.  Wisdom is Jesus Christ.  After all, our 

                                                
7Coleman, Master Plan of Evangelism, 79.  
 
8Tom Julien, “Training Leaders by Planting Seed Truths,” Evangelical Missions Quarterly 44 (2008): 

508-11.  
 
9John DeValve, “Mentoring New Missionaries: A Neglected Ministry,” Evangelical Missions Quarterly 

44 (2008): 24-29.  
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definition of a disciple is someone who is being conformed to the image of Christ by the work of 

the Holy Spirit and the body of believers.  Discipleship is sanctification and growing in Christ 

likeness.  John Nevius sees the process as one of not only study but work and suffering.10  Is not 

our goal to produce disciples who can reproduce themselves into others?  The best way to 

accomplish this task is to continually live and learn with others.  Imagine the strength of a 

ministry team where the pastor and others suffer together, comfort one another, and grow 

together.  Again, this can never happen if most of the senior pastor’s week is spent alone in his 

study.  This was never Jesus’ way of making disciples. 

Once a senior pastor reorients his life and schedule to be about making disciples the 

process will fall into place somewhat naturally.  Meals, study time, visitation, and counseling are 

all excellent opportunities for the pastor to pour into his staff.  As the relationship between them 

grows, the discipleship deepens as well.  Life issues will come to the surface, marriage problems, 

habits, and weaknesses will be brought into the light where they can be dealt with.  This is the 

relationship the pastor should be looking for.  He wants to grow his staff according to the 1 

Timothy 3 qualifications in addition to being better vision castors and the usual leadership 

material we look at.  Now the staff can begin to say with Paul, “Imitate me.”  True discipleship 

always involves a passing on of life to another. 

The stronger the discipleship relationship between the pastor and his staff, the stronger 

ministers the associates will be to the congregation.  This model needs to be worked into the 

DNA of the church so that all members are expected to be both disciples and disciple makers at 

the same time.  One study shows that churches that take time for this kind of discipleship are the 

churches that grow and are effective at reaching the world.  Membership means something in 

                                                
 
10John Nevius, The Planting and Development of Missionary Churches (Hancock, NH: Monadnock 

Press, 1958), 37.  
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these churches.11  Congregations who see that the senior pastor values discipleship and personal 

relationship are healthy.  The leaders often view the process as a passing of information but the 

ones being discipled see the relational value of the process.12  Even secular businesses have 

noticed that more attention from the leadership results in more productivity among the 

employees.  People no longer felt themselves to be isolated individuals but sensed a fulfillment 

of working together.13  The only way to have this kind of personal involvement from the 

leadership is to have enough trained leaders to provide it.  It is the senior pastor’s responsibility 

to make disciples of his staff so that they can in turn make disciples within the congregation and 

outside the church. 

Jesus did not simply delegate to his disciples and never look back.  He provides for us 

a model of supervision that we are wise to continue to practice.  After the Twelve came back 

from their first mission trip recorded in Mark 6 and Luke 9, Jesus sits down with them to have a 

debriefing of sorts.  In Mark 9 as Jesus was coming down from the Mount of Transfiguration he 

observed his disciples being humiliated in front of a crowd and the Pharisees for not being able 

to cast out a demon.  The disciples were trying to do what they had done before but were not 

successful this time.  Jesus uses the moment to teach about how true spiritual power is connected 

with prayer, fasting, and faith.  Coleman sees this as the best in on the job training.  Jesus would 

let his disciples have some experience or make an observation however wrong or right they were 

– and then use it as a starting point for teaching.14 

Pastors need to be in the mindset of evaluating their work and methods on a continual 
                                                

11Chuck Lawless, Membership Matters (Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 2005), 31.  
 
12Ibid., 23.  
 
13Bill Thrall, Bruce McNicol, and Ken McElrath, The Ascent of a Leader (San Francisco: Jossey-Bass, 

1999), 43-44. 
  
14Coleman, Master Plan, 94.  
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basis.  Talking through an event with the staff provides everyone with an opportunity to give 

feedback on the situation.  This time allows the senior pastor to do follow-up and give some 

supervision to the ministry of the staff.  This is an important function of the discipleship process.  

Good questions to ask during this review time are how much time was spent in prayer 

beforehand, how solid was the planning, and was enough training provided?  Any ministry 

opportunity can become a teaching point if the pastor has the eyes to see the situation as a 

discipleship moment. 

Reflection and supervision helps everyone to become a more effective disicplemaker.  

The buzzword in most books on discipleship is reproducibility.  As Paul tells Timothy in 2 

Timothy 2:2, it is necessary to teach others, to pass on your life.  Bill Bright founded one of the 

most effective disciple-making ministries in history in Campus Crusade for Christ.  His area of 

focus was on spiritual multiplication rather than addition.  The world can be reached in one 

generation if believers commit to discipling just two or three other believers.  In time, these small 

groups will multiply into many groups producing even more groups in turn.15  Even a small 

church with ten or fifteen members can become a church committed to reaching the nations.  

Rather than install programs, the pastor must have a vision to pour his life into a handful within 

his congregation, teaching them to do the same with others once they are ready.  In a matter of a 

few years the numbers touched through the process are endless. 

In summary, the senior pastor has an important role in his church.  His ministry goes 

far beyond simply preaching sermons on Sunday morning.  The best pastors are those who value 

their staff.  They look at the ministry as Jesus did, a kind of apprenticeship.  These pastors will 

structure their schedule in a way that does not isolate them, robbing them of teaching 

opportunities.  These pastors will love and live with their staff, sharing in suffering and rejoicing 
                                                

15Bill Bright, 5 Steps to Making Disciples (Orlando: NewLife Publications, 1997), 9.  
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together.  They will look to enable their staff to be leaders who can handle delegation and pour 

themselves into yet others.  These pastors will provide supervision because they know that 

follow up, debriefing, and evaluations are beneficial times for growth and sanctification.  The 

ministries of these senior pastors are not about themselves.  They are striving to reach the world.  

They want those closest to them, particularly their staff to become more Christ like and they 

realize that they are step one in the process.  As this mindset becomes the DNA of the church, 

the members respond, they are equipped for the work of the ministry, disciples are made, and 

Christ is glorified. 
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